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Introduction

This report forms part of the research study into 10,000 year return period extreme environmental loading.
The overall aim of the study is to develop guidance on the management of the risks to the structural
integrity of fixed offshore structures exposed to extreme environmental loading. This comprises two
complementary objectives:
O1: Review of current prediction methods for, and the provision of recommendations on, the effect of
extreme environmental loads on the structural integrity of fixed offshore installations.
O2: Development of a risk-based framework for assessing the structural integrity of fixed offshore installations.
The report concerns objective O2/D9:
A summary of all findings O2.D1 to O2.D8 for HSE guidance on the evaluation and management of the
risk of structural failure associated with extreme environmental loading.
It includes a summary of deliverables O2/D1, O2/D2, O2/D3 and O2/D5; the other deliverables are
presentations of these reports.
The principal motivation for this task is the following:
1. Many structures are at or beyond their original design life and were designed to a lower standard
than is presently required.
2. Many structures may experience wave-in-deck loading during extreme events. These can lead to a
significant increase in the probability of failure.
3. Recent advances in both metocean statistics and the physical understanding of extreme wave events
has demonstrated that commonly applied methods of assessment can be non-conservative.
The report is organised into the following sections
• Section 2 describes deliverable O2/D1, the pro-forma that was issued to all operators on the UK
continental shelf.
• Section 3 summarises deliverable O2/D2, the results of the risk ranking.
• Section 4 describes deliverable O2/D3, the assessment of five platforms using a range of different
approaches for calculating wave conditions and loading.
• Section 5 describes deliverable O2/D5, the guidance document on the evaluation of the risk from
extreme environment loading that has been developed on the basis of the findings from objective 1.
• Section 6 provides conclusions and recommendations.
The report can be navigated using the bookmarks listed in the left hand panel of the pdf, or using the
embedded hyperlinks, which include all section, figure and table numbers.
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O2D1: Pro-forma Questions

Objective O2/D1 developed a pro-forma set of questions for operators on the UKCS that established key
structural data for fixed installations. It was sent to all of the operators and the data for 175 platforms
from the following 26 operators has been provided to OCG: Apache, BP, Centrica, Chevron, Chrysaor,
CNR, ConocoPhillips, ENI, Enquest, EOG, Equinor, INEOS, Marathon, Neptune, Nexen, Oranje-Nassau,
Perenco, Petrofac, Premier Oil, Repsol, Shell, Spirit Energy, Taqa, Total, Wintershall, and Woodgroup.
The locations of the platforms are shown in figure 1.
The pro-forma is shown on the next two pages for reference. The data has been used in a risk ranking
based upon inundation at the ten thousand year return period. Hence, the key data from the pro-forma
that is of interest to this study is: the location, the water depth, the elevation of the bottom of steel, and
the operator’s estimates of ten thousand year return period extreme total water elevations.

Figure 1: Map showing the locations of the platforms (red).
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Item
1 Name.
2 Installation Date.
3 Location (latitude and longitude).
4 Water depth (MSL) and average annual subsidence.
5 Personnel number and status i.e. (manned,
manned-evacuated or unmanned) and any demanning criteria.
6 Original design life and present estimate of the
minimum fatigue life.
7 Original design ULS metocean conditions and return
period1.
8 Present estimate of ULS (e.g. 100-year or
alternative return period) metocean conditions:
wave height, wave period, current speed and wind
speed.
When were these derived and by whom.
9 Present estimate of 10,000-year return period
omnidirectional crest elevation and total water
surface elevation (MSL)2.
10 Reserve strength ratio (or calculated return period
for platform collapse including wave-in-deck load)
and the metocean conditions with which this is
associated.

11
12

13
14
15

16
17

Please include information on how this has been
calculated, the software used and the design code.
Description of the substructure, its layout and
orientation3.
Details of any modifications to the structure and
how these have been allowed for in the structural
integrity (fatigue life and extreme loading)
assessment.
Topside length and breadth.
Topside weight (original and present).
Please specify the date of the most recent topsides
weight assessment.
a) Air gap from MSL to BoS of main, cellar and/or
scaffold decks4
b) Deck type for main, cellar and scaffold decks5
c) Depth of main deck beams
d) Method of air gap measurement6
Elevation of safety critical equipment located
between MSL and the deck, such as ESDVs.
Other comments relevant to the risk to structural
integrity from extreme environmental loading, for
example: the condition of the structure;

Response

The focus of the questions is assessing the risk to structural integrity from extreme environmental loading.
All elevations are referenced to mean sea-level (MSL), if LAT is more convenient then please provide the offset between MSL
and LAT.
1 For example: 100-year return period omnidirectional (or directional) wave height, wave period, current speed, and wind
speed.
2 Total water surface elevation: wave crest + tide + storm surge.
3 Number of legs, framing, orientation, number of risers and conductors.
4 ISO definition sketch

5 ISO definitions for the deck types

6 For example: GPS, or wave radar.
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O2D2: Risk Ranking

This task concerned objective O2/D2:
Production of a risk-ranking report of fixed installations on the UKCS from the information gathered in a
pro-forma (O2/D1) that identifies installations that are unlikely to survive the 10,000-year environmental
event.
The risk ranking has been developed by considering the following
1. The inundation of the topsides during a 10,000 year return period event.
2. The inundation of safety critical equipment during a 10,000 year return period event.
This has been assessed by applying information provided by the operators in a pro-forma and an analysis
of NEXTRA hindcast data. The assessment has been completed using the LOADS JIP methodology,
which represents a consistent assessment of the risk to the platforms that takes into account the following
recent advances in metocean analysis:
1. Crest elevations: recent work in the ShortCrest and LOADS JIPs has investigated the nonlinearity
that occurs beyond second-order and the effect that this can have on extreme crest elevations. In
this report the empirical high-order model of LOADS has been applied. This includes effects beyond
second-order and wave breaking.
2. Statistical analysis of metocean extremes: it has recently been shown (Jonathan et al., 2008, 2009;
Ewans et al., 2014) that the explicit modelling of covariate effects (that is, the joint distribution
of the various metocean parameters) is important for accurately defining extreme values. This
has been considered in this report and extremes have been developed using the joint extremal
model of Heffernan and Tawn (2004). Furthermore, estimates are based upon the same single joint
distribution of all of the metocean parameters, rather than using separate extrapolations; therefore,
the extremes are all mutually consistent.
The risk ranking provides details of the platforms that are inundated at a return period of 10,000 years.
The results indicate that approximately 40% of platforms are likely to experience some wave-in-deck loading at this return period and that about 20% experience more than two meters.
The risk ranking has been completed using eight criteria:
A: The air gap of the deck in the 10,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
Op
using the data in the pro-forma: YBOS
= ZBOS − ηtotOp .
B: The air gap of the deck in the 10,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
OCG
using OCG estimates of point statistics: YBOS
= ZBOS − ηtotOCG .
C: The air gap of the lowest safety critical equipment in the 10,000 year return period total water surface
OCG
elevation event calculated using OCG estimates of point statistics: YSCE
= ZSCE − ηtotOCG .
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D: The air gap of the deck in the 10,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
OCG
using OCG estimates including the ‘area effect’: YAREA
= ZBOS − αηtotOCG .
E: The air gap of the deck in the 10,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
by uplifting the operator’s estimate by the ratio between our higher- and second-order estimates
OpAdj
- essentially assuming that the operator’s
for point statistics: YBOS
= ZBOS − ηtotOp ηηtotOCGo3b
totOCGo2
return period values are ‘correct’, but that they should be adjusted to account for higher-order
nonlinearities.
F: The air gap of the deck in the 10,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
C
using the consensus estimates of point statistics: YBOS
= ZBOS − ηtotC .
G: The air gap of the lowest safety critical equipment in the 10,000 year return period total water surface
C
elevation event calculated using the consensus estimates of point statistics: YSCE
= ZSCE − ηtotC .
H: The air gap of the deck in the 10,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
C
= ZBOS − αηtotC .
using the consensus estimates including the ‘area effect’: YAREA
I: The air gap of the deck in the 10,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
Co2
using the second-order consensus estimates of point statistics: YBOS
= ZBOS − ηtotCo2 .
J: The air gap of the deck in the 1,000 year return period total water surface elevation event calculated
C1000
= ZBOS − ηtotC1000 .
using the consensus estimates of point statistics: YBOS
Where ZBOS is the elevation of the bottom of steel of the deck, ZSCE is the elevation of the lowest safety
critical equipment, and α is the factor that accounts for the ‘area effect’.
To put these values into context: from past experience platforms are often unlikely to survive more than
two meters of inundation of the deck based on point statistics - however, for any particular platform this
will depend upon its failure modes, topsides weight and many other considerations; and safety critical
equipment may not survive any inundation. However, it should be noted that the BOS reported by the
operators is often to a cellar deck, which may have little equipment and may be fairly open.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of air gap at the 10,000 year return period using risk criteria A (the
operators’ estimate, which is typically a second-order crest elevation). It indicates that 30% of platforms
have some inundation and that most of these are manned.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of air gap at the 10,000 year return period using risk criteria F (the 10,000
year return period consensus estimate, which includes nonlinearity beyond second-order). It indicates that
40% of platforms have some inundation and 20% have more than 2m.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of air gap at the 1,000 year return period using risk criteria J (the 1,000
year return period consensus estimate). It indicates that 15% of platforms will be inundated.
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Op
Figure 2: The distribution of air-gap at a ten thousand year return period YBOS
.

C .
Figure 3: The distribution of air-gap at a ten thousand year return period YBOS
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C1000 .
Figure 4: The distribution of air-gap at a one thousand year return period YBOS
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O2D3: Evaluating Extreme Loading

This task concerned objective O2/D3:
Production of a report demonstrating the effect that methods used to evaluate extreme loads may have
on the three highest risk-ranked structures highlighted in O2.D2.
In this report extreme wave loads have been calculated for a range of return periods using a number of
different deterministic wave events and load models. These have been compared to the true long-term
distribution of wave loading. The comparisons have been completed at five locations across the North
Sea that cover a range of water depths. The platforms that have been considered have varying degrees
of inundation of the deck at a ten thousand year return period. Hence, the analysis has included both
wave-in-jacket and, where relevant, wave-in-deck loading. The deterministic wave events have been defined using both regular and irregular wave models. The true long-term distribution of loading has been
derived using the LOADS methodology, which represents the present state-of-the-art, and includes all
of the essential physics: the irregularity of wave events, nonlinearities beyond second-order, and wave
breaking.
Five different regular wave events have been considered. They are described in table 1. The waves have
been defined by either specifying the target wave height or the crest elevation. In each case the height
or the crest has been assigned based on return period criteria values using the distribution noted in the
table. For each wave, three associated wave periods have been used (low, medium and high) based on
percentiles of the distribution of spectral peak period conditional on significant wave height. In all cases
the still water elevation was shifted so that the total water elevation matched the return period value
calculated using either second-order, LOADS or LOWISH distributions.
Four different irregular wave events have been considered. They are described in table 2 and represent
focussed NewWave events. The waves have been defined in terms of their nonlinear crest elevation as
follows:
• F: the second-order point estimate, Co2 , with the median T pP 50 .
• G: the high-order point estimate, CLOADS,LOW ISH , which is defined using LOADS in deep water
and LOWISH in shallow water, with the median T pP 50 .
• H: the high-order estimate over the platform area Carea , with the associated median T pP 50 .
• I: the high-order point estimate, CLOADS,LOW ISH , with a wave period defined such that Ckp = 0.40
where kp is the spectral peak wave-number. Therefore, this wave represents a steep breaking event.
Return period values of combined WIJ and WID loading are shown in figure 5 using regular waves. In this
figure a wave kinematics factors for WIJ loading of 0.9 has been applied. The wave-in deck loading has
been calculated using the silhouette method recommended in API2SIM (2014) and ISO19902.
Return period values of combined WIJ and WID loading are shown in figure 6 using the irregular waves.
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The principal conclusions from the study are as follows:
1. Traditional methods for calculating loading, such as defining regular wave events using Forristall
(1978) heights and/or second-order Forristall (2000) crests, are usually non-conservative in deep
water, but can be conservative in shallow water. This is particularly true if there is wave-in-deck
loading and is most significant in instances where the wave-in-deck loads arise due to the area effect.
The explanation for this is three-fold:
(a) The wave events under-predict the crest elevation.
(b) The wave events under-predict the velocities in the crest of a wave.
(c) The wave events are defined using point statistics, and hence, they cannot predict inundation
due to the area effect.
2. The application of regular waves that are matched to a crest elevation that includes non-linearities
beyond second-order and wave breaking results in predictions that are usually conservative if a wave
kinematics factor Φ = 1.00 is used and it is applied with a well-calibrated wave-in-deck model.
3. The application of the silhouette method for calculating wave-in-deck loads is usually non-conservative.
If the regular waves are defined so that they match the crest elevation that includes non-linearities
beyond second-order and wave breaking then the agreement can be reasonable, but there are instances where the loads are under-predicted.
4. The application of irregular wave models provides a consistent estimate of the loading across the
return periods, water depths and platforms that have been considered.
5. If the deterministic irregular wave events are matched to a second-order crest elevation then there
is a consistent under-prediction of the loading in deep-water. However, even if they are matched to
a higher order estimate the loads are still slightly under-predicted if wave breaking is neglected.
6. The application of a deterministic irregular wave event that is a plunging breaker leads to a consistent
and slightly conservative estimate of wave loads. The only exceptions are cases where the wave-indeck loading is due to the ‘area’ effect.
The results highlight the importance of the following: crest elevations beyond second-order, wave breaking
and the ‘area’ effect. It is important to consider all of these in order to provide an accurate prediction of
extreme wave loading.
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A
B
C
D
E

Wave Height
Hboc,LOW ISH
Hf or
NA
NA
Hf or
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Tmax

Wave Period
Tmax = 0.85 T pP 10,P 50,P 90
Tmax = 0.85 T pP 10,P 50,P 90
Tmax = 0.85 T pP 10,P 50,P 90
Tmax = 0.85 T pP 10,P 50,P 90
= 0.85 (T pP 10,P 50,P 90 − ∆TAP I )

Crest Elevation
NA
NA
CLOADS,LOW ISH
Co2
NA

Total Water Elevation
ηLOADS,LOW ISH
ηo2
ηLOADS,LOW ISH
ηo2
ηo2

Table 1: The five regular wave cases considered - each of which has three associated wave periods. The
waves have been defined in terms of either their height, H, or their crest elevation, C. The still water elevation
has been shifted so that they match a total water elevation, η.

F
G
H
I

Crest Elevation
Co2
CLOADS,LOW ISH
Carea
CLOADS,LOW ISH

Wave Period
T pP 50
T pP 50
T pP 50
T pbreak

Table 2: The four irregular wave cases considered: F and G have three associated wave periods; H and I
have one associated wave period.
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(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 4

(e) 5

Figure 5: The long-term distribution of wave-in-jacket (blue) and total (black) loading for Locations 1-5.
The maximum combined wave-in-jacket and wave-in-deck load from the application of regular waves (A to E)
is shown as the dots: the wave-in-jacket loading has been calculated with a wave kinematics factor Φ = 0.90;
the wave-in-deck loading has been calculated using the silhouette method also with Φ = 0.90.
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(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 4

(e) 5

Figure 6: The long-term distribution of wave-in-jacket (blue) and total (black) loading for Locations 1-5.
The maximum combined wave-in-jacket and wave-in-deck load from the application of irregular waves (F to
I) is shown as the dots. The wave-in-deck load has been calculated using the momentum flux method.
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O2D5: Guidance

This task concerns objective O2/D5:
Development of guidance on the evaluation and management of the risk of structural failure associated
with extreme environmental loading for fixed installation on the UKCS, including procedures for the management of structures which are unable to withstand the 10,000-year event.
The report describes the steps that should be undertaken within the structural integrity management
process for fixed jacket and tower structures when assessing the risks from extreme environmental loading.
It provides recommendations as to: the performance standard that is required; the manner in which the
relevant metocean data should be derived; how the structure should be assessed; how the loading can be
calculated; and how the risks can be mitigated.
The principal motivation for this report is the following:
1. Many structures are at or beyond their original design life and were designed to a lower standard
than is presently required.
2. Many structures may experience wave-in-deck loading during extreme events. These can lead to a
significant increase in the probability of failure.
3. Recent advances in both metocean statistics and the physical understanding of extreme wave events
has demonstrated that commonly applied methods of assessment can be non-conservative.
In order to provide an accurate assessment of the risk from extreme environmental loading, it is necessary
that the latest understanding of metocean statistics and extreme wave events is considered. The key
advances that must be included in the assessment are as follows:
1. Long-term environment: the probabilistic model for the environment should be based upon independent events using appropriate techniques from extreme value statistics.
2. Short-term loading: the representation of the metocean environment must include the following
processes and physics.
(a) Irregularity and directionality of wave events.
(b) Nonlinearity of wave events – in particular the occurrence of crest elevations that are higher
than those that would be predicted using second-order theory.
(c) Wave breaking – which can result in large velocities high in the crest of a wave.
(d) Area effect – the fact that waves are dispersive and a platform’s deck has a finite area.
3. Structural response: this must include structural dynamics and the fact that more than one failure
mode may contribute to the probability of failure. Any wave-in-deck load model must be capable
of modelling the time history of loading and be fully validated – the limitations in many commonly
applied models are discussed within the report.
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4. Risk: this must include all of the relevant uncertainties and take into account any correlation between
failure modes.
In this report it is recommended that the structural integrity management process for extreme environmental loading is implemented in three stages:
I. Deterministic Assessment: the evaluation of the structure using a set of deterministic, characteristic,
wave events.
II. Probabilistic Assessment: a structural reliability analysis of the structure that is completed if the
first stage indicates that the platform does not meet the required performance standard.
III. Mitigation: the assessment of methods by which the risk can be reduced to as low as is reasonably
practicable (ALARP) and such that the platform, at a minimum, meets the required performance
standard.
The recommendations for completing the deterministic assessment are that a set of both regular and
irregular wave events should be modelled. These have been designed such that they will be conservative.
Furthermore, the report provides recommendations as to how the relevant metocean data should be derived and how both the wave-in-jacket and wave-in-deck loading should be calculated.
If the platform fails the deterministic assessment then any conservatism can be removed through the
application of a structural reliability analysis.
If the result of the deterministic and probabilistic assessments is that the platform does not meet the
required performance standard then measures for mitigating the risk should be implemented. However,
even if the risks are tolerable then the operator should abide by the ALARP principle and reduce the risks
accordingly.
One such risk reduction measure is the de-manning of the platform if a severe storm is forecast. The
procedure for evaluating the forecast limits is presented and discussed.
The application of this approach to one of the platforms studied in task O2/D3 has been presented in
deliverables O2/D7 and O2/D8.
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Requirements
This section lists the issues that must be addressed in any analysis. Methods by which this might be
achieved are presented in the appendix to deliverable O2/D5.
1. Data
(a) Long-Term Analysis
i. Extremes must be derived using statistical methods that follow best practice as defined in
the statistical literature. Covariate effects such as direction and season must be included.
ii. Directional criteria must be estimated using a method that achieves the desired omnidirectional reliability.
iii. The epistemic uncertainty in the estimation of extremes must be included.
(b) Short-Term Distributions
i. Crest elevations must be estimated using a distribution that includes nonlinearity beyond
second-order and wave breaking.
ii. Wave heights must be estimated using a distribution that includes the effect of bandwidth
and wave breaking.
2. Deterministic Evaluation
(a) The irregularity of wave events must be considered.
3. Probabilistic Evaluation
(a) The aleatoric randomness of wave loading must be considered.
(b) The epistemic uncertainty in the long-term distribution of loading must be included.
(c) The epistemic uncertainty in the resistance must be included.
4. Modelling
(a) The effects of wave breaking must be included.
(b) The area effect must be considered.
(c) Wave-in-deck load models must be fully validated for the conditions being analysed.
(d) The possibility of multiple failure modes must be considered.
5. Mitigation
(a) De-manning limits should be based on the probability of failure once the storm event has been
forecast. Forecast uncertainty must also be considered
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Conclusions

In this section the principal conclusions from Objective Two are summarised along with a set of key recommendations.
1. A pro-forma set of questions was issued to all operators on the UKCS. A risk ranking of all of the
platforms was completed based on the inundation of the topsides and safety critical equipment at
a ten thousand year return period. A consistent estimate of extreme total water elevation – the
sum of crest, surge and tide – was developed across the North Sea which included effects beyond
second-order and wave breaking. This indicated the following:
(a) Approximately 40% of platforms have some inundation of the topside at a ten thousand year
return period based on point statistics.
(b) Approximately 20% of platforms have more than two meters of inundation of the topside at a
ten thousand year return period based on point statistics.
(c) Approximately 15% of platforms have some inundation of the topside at a one thousand year
return period based on point statistics.
2. Five platforms were analysed in more detail and a full probabilistic analysis was compared to various
deterministic solutions. The platforms were selected such that they covered a range of water depths,
locations, and had different levels of inundation at the ten thousand year return period. The study
concluded the following:
(a) Traditional methods for calculating loading, such as defining regular wave events using Forristall
(1978) heights and/or second-order Forristall (2000) crests, are usually non-conservative in
deep water, but can be conservative in shallow water.
(b) The application of the silhouette method for calculating wave-in-deck loads is usually nonconservative.
(c) The application of irregular wave models provides a consistent estimate of the loading across
the return periods, water depths and platforms that have been considered.
(d) The application of a deterministic irregular wave event that is a plunging breaker leads to a
consistent and slightly conservative estimate of wave-in-jacket loads.
3. A guidance document has been developed for assessing platforms under extreme wave loading. It
provides recommendations as to: the performance standard that is required; the manner in which
the relevant metocean data should be derived; how the structure should be assessed; how the loading
can be calculated; and how the risks can be mitigated.
The recommended approach fits into the SIM framework and is based on three steps: a Deterministic
Assessment; a Probabilistic Assessment; and then Mitigation. It lists the requirements that must
be included in any analyses; the key points are as follows:
(a) Long-Term Analysis: extremes must be derived using sound statistical methods and the epistemic uncertainty in the estimation of extremes must be included.
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(b) Short-Term Distributions: must include the effects of nonlinearity, bandwidth and wave breaking.
(c) Deterministic Evaluation: the irregularity of wave events must be considered.
(d) Probabilistic Evaluation: the aleatoric randomness and epistemic uncertainty in the loading
and resistance must be included.
(e) Modelling: the effects of wave breaking, and the area effect must be considered. All load
models must be fully validated for the conditions being analysed.
(f) Mitigation: de-manning limits should be based on the probability of failure once the storm
event has been forecast.
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Recommendations
1. Platforms should be assessed for extreme wave loading. The assessment must include the following,
as discussed in O1D8 and O2D5:
(a) Statistical best practice in extreme value analysis.
Traditional approaches do not necessarily result in a rigorous or consistent estimate of extremes.
(b) The irregularity of the wave profile.
This is necessary in order to predict the correct spatial distribution of wave velocities such that
the loading on all elements of a structure is estimated consistently.
(c) The effect of nonlinearities beyond second-order on crest elevation.
These increase the crest elevations in large wave events, and hence, potentially the incidence
of wave-in-deck loading.
(d) Wave breaking and its effect on velocities in the crest of a wave.
This is particularly important for local loading on elements high in the water column and
wave-in-deck loading.
(e) The area effect.
This will reduce the return period at which waves inundate the deck.
(f) Platform dynamics.
This is particularly important for wave-in-deck loading, however, the wide range of frequencies
present in an irregular sea-state can also excite the jacket too.
(g) The possibility of multiple correlated failure modes.
The intrinsic aleatoric randomness of wave events means that they may load the structure in
a number of different ways.
(h) Epistemic uncertainty and aleatoric randomness.
The overall aim is to demonstrate that a structure attains a target reliability; this can only be
achieved if all significant sources of uncertainty are included in the analysis.
2. Platforms that have an inundation of the deck at a ten thousand year return period must consider
the effect of wave-in-deck loading using a fully validated approach.
3. Platforms should have a plan for mitigating the risk from severe weather. If necessary, the plan should
define the procedure for de-manning the platform, which should be based upon an assessment of
the risk once a storm has been forecast; this must include forecast uncertainty.
4. The findings from this study should be incorporated into the development of international standards
such as ISO, API and NORSOK; the key limitations of which are discussed in O1D1.
5. The following would enable a consistent assessment of extreme wave loading across the North Sea
that would be accessible to all operators.
(a) A simple, slightly conservative, deterministic approach that can easily be applied in the assessment of platforms to extreme wave loading.
(b) A map of extreme total water surface elevations. This would also require an allowance for the
area effect.
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